POSITIVE DISTRACTIONS

“Interactive, Captivating, Serene” ways to allow visitors lose track of time, place, and thought with the use of positive distractions. The waiting process can be extremely stressful and a waiting room is what sets the tone for the healthcare experience.

IE RECEPTION
- Open view to visitor waiting area
- Angel artwork
- Mirrors/antique mirrors
- Brightly colored seating on adjacent wall

2. RECEPTION WAITING AREA
- Curved layout for the large waiting area
- Unique seating arrangement design to prevent visual interesting and help with noise control
- Graduate wall feature
- Colorful• for the patient

3. CONSULTATION ROOMS
- Located between the waiting area and the corridor used by doctors
- Framing layout can help families to wait in a more private space
- Family will be ready for the doctor
- Patients can be seen in the room
- Space for model rooms and other display window to help doctors communicate with patients
- Large space to accommodate for large families

4. INFORMATION DISPLAY WALL
- Informational wall that can replace any necessary information
- Reserve the time visitors when staff is not available

5. OPEN SEATING
- Conference•••
- Group seating to encourage communication and accommodates flexible groups

6. PRIVACY RESTROOMS
- Transparent doors to provide a sense of privacy without blocking light times
- Glass panels to double as art
- Privacy of toilet
- Privacy of toilet
- Privacy of toilet
- Privacy of toilet

7. LONG SEATING
- Reserve seating to provide a sense of style or extended stay
- Visitors to register
- Reserve seating to provide a sense of privacy
- Display artwork

8. CORRIDOR AREA
- Way finding system or a series for a great reception staff member
- In public\r

9. STANDING HEIGHT COUNTERS
- Provides another seating option
- Provides another seating option
- Provides another seating option
- Provides another seating option

10. LOBBY
- Located in more active area
- More access to extended stay from lobby

11. DINETTE AREA
- Provides another view of the waiting area

12. WATER WALL FEATURE
- Provides a relaxing environment
- Help to fill between refreshment and waiting area that could generate noise

A. SEATING AREA
- Accent areas in curved shapes
- Clouds in lounge area to make it more comfortable and private

B. STANDING HEIGHT COUNTERS
- Track lighting to accent water wall

C. RECEPTION
- Quickview to make sure of reception desk
- Accent pendant lighting

D. PEDIATRIC WAITING AREA
- Colorful colors in main
- Help control acoustics
- Acid stain to the space

SEATING SKETCHES

IU HEALTH - METHODIST SURGICAL WAITING AREA
CONCEPT BOARD 2
TEAM 2 - LINDSEY TREASTER - VICTORIA DAHLIN - KYLIE LEYBA